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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project is a survey of writings on the legal principles created by Indigenous peoples in Canada to guide their societies in maintaining social order. The task of describing and analyzing Indigenous legal orders is still at an embryonic stage in Canada. As this Report demonstrates, the past twenty years have seen a proliferation of writing in Canada about the nature and contemporary significance of traditional Indigenous legal orders as embodiments of distinctive Indigenous approaches to restoring harmony within communities and advancing the aspirations of Indigenous peoples towards self-determination.

I am a non-Indigenous university professor whose research focuses on Aboriginal rights. An outsider to Indigenous cultures, I first wrote about the importance of Indigenous legal traditions more than 35 years and I have worked as a mediator in negotiations involving Indigenous communities and the Crown for more than 30 years. As a mediator, I have learned that to address such conflicts requires helping the parties to build a process that respects both of their sets of values and allows both sides to evaluate settlement options in accordance with their own visions of justice. In many ways, those negotiations present, in a microcosm, the broader challenge that Canada faces today in advancing reconciliation between the state and Indigenous peoples through equal recognition of the core values, customs, and aspirations of Indigenous peoples.

My analysis of the published literature has been sensitive to Indigenous research methods, including the need to adopt a perspective that respects Indigenous belief systems and values, and recognizes the diversity of Indigenous cultures and legal traditions.

Approaching Indigenous Law

Following the Calls to Action by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the federal government’s embracing of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the time is ripe for reflection about Indigenous legal traditions and opportunities for revitalizing those traditions. The recent explosion of writing about Indigenous legal traditions in Canada will be a valuable tool for Indigenous communities, government policy-makers, judges, and scholars. The writings offer important insights into questions like how to identify and interpret Indigenous laws, what are their sources, and how to understand Indigenous legal reasoning.

The works surveyed here agree that the legal orders of Indigenous peoples cannot be described or interpreted in the same way as contemporary state law. Law students, lawyers, judges, and legislators whose work involves state law are used to finding law in published statutes, regulations and court decisions. They organize that law in accordance with categories that reflect the framework of the modern state and the legal artifacts (corporations, marriage, property, etc.) recognized by the state’s legal system. By contrast, understanding Indigenous legal principles and why they are meaningful to the communities involved requires sensitivity to each peoples’ distinctive belief systems, their language structures, and their distinct conceptions of the individual’s relations with their community and the outside world. The majority of writers in this area rejects a “Western-based” approach that would neatly separate Indigenous legal orders from the knowledge systems, values and social norms that surround them.
The sources reviewed do not try to set out “universal” Indigenous legal principles. Indigenous legal orders in Canada are diverse; each stems from a particular vision of ecological order and each is rooted in a distinct language, tradition and worldview. Together, though, the sources indicate that four important things must be kept in mind when approaching the legal traditions of Indigenous peoples on this land. First, those traditions tend to place a central focus, not on individual “rights”, but on maintaining harmonious relationships among members of the community and between the community, the land and other life-forms. Second, a people’s language shapes their understanding of the world and the nature of their laws. Third, Indigenous legal orders come from different sources than state-based law (like spiritual teachings, traditional stories, principles drawn from observing nature, customary law, and deliberative processes for transmitting and interpreting law). Finally, for all of the writers, Indigenous legal orders continue to exist and evolve and they remain relevant to the challenges faced by Indigenous peoples.

The Value of Recognizing and Revitalizing Indigenous Laws:

Canadian writings on Indigenous legal orders universally treat Indigenous law as a living force that embodies the distinct traditions of Indigenous peoples. Indigenous laws having long been marginalized by Canada, there is now a consensus among scholars that recognizing and revitalizing Indigenous law is an extremely valuable project that would support the overall goal of allowing Indigenous peoples to move away from colonial control and take control of their own governance. Critically, strengthening the ability of Indigenous peoples to use their own laws would enhance their ability not merely to govern themselves, but to do so according to principles that reflect their own unique values.

The vast majority of the sources reviewed make the argument, explicitly or implicitly, that Indigenous legal traditions have a valuable role to play within Indigenous communities today. They present several distinct arguments for revitalizing Indigenous legal traditions. They emphasize that Indigenous legal orders can be a valuable tool for preserving Indigenous knowledge and worldviews. Second, they indicate that Indigenous legal principles are a powerful and meaningful resource to help communities and their members to work through the contemporary challenges facing those communities. Third, they urge that reinvigorating Indigenous legal orders is central to the project of decolonization and self-determination.

There has been much criticism of Canadian governments’ failure to formally recognize Indigenous legal orders. Many argue that the state and its courts can do a much better job in recognizing the contribution of Indigenous law to reconciling Indigenous societies and the Canadian state. Canada’s federal system is already based on the idea that different legal orders apply to Canadians within different parts of their daily lives. These writers offer detailed ideas about how the Canadian courts and the Crown could decolonize their approach to recognizing Indigenous law. Some other scholars worry that recognition by the state would inevitably distort Indigenous ways of thinking into Euro-Canadian concepts and categories.

Canadian courts have so far generally avoided meaningful engagement with Indigenous legal orders and forms of legal reasoning. For them to do so in a manner that respects Indigenous peoples’ ways of thinking about their own law, training should be provided to judges on
Indigenous legal methods (including, for example, on appropriate ways of drawing out legal principles from traditional stories and customary deliberative processes). In addition, Canadian law schools and other university departments should in concert with Indigenous scholars continue and enhance their efforts to ensure that their students learn about the nature of Indigenous legal traditions and the distinct worldviews that underlie those traditions.

Implementation Issues:

i) Describing Indigenous Law. The written research on Indigenous legal orders is embryonic, though fast growing, in Canada. Publications on the “content” of Indigenous law have focused on a relatively small number of legal traditions. The recent AJR Project led by the University of Victoria, and independent projects that have begun within Indigenous communities, are a useful start in the project of describing the variety of Indigenous legal orders in Canada. These initiatives do not seem, however, to be mirrored by projects sponsored by the federal and provincial governments to assist Indigenous peoples in the “mapping” of their legal traditions and of contemporary legal orders based on those traditions.

To date, relatively few Indigenous communities have had access to the resources needed to engage in this project. The fact that Indigenous legal traditions have flourished orally and through the passing on of customary ways of addressing disputes means that the process of writing down their legal traditions may be seen as less important, or even inappropriate, by some communities. To support communities that do wish to map, clarify, and revitalize their legal traditions, federal and provincial governments should offer funding and capacity support. Universities, law schools, and research funding agencies should also support those Indigenous knowledge projects, whether by providing funding for them or through working partnerships with academics trained in Indigenous worldviews and ways of legal reasoning.

ii) Transmitting Indigenous Law. Regular courses on Indigenous law are now offered at nine out of twelve English-speaking Canadian law schools. In 2018 the University of Victoria Faculty of Law became the first law school in Canada to introduce a joint degree program in common law and Indigenous legal orders. According to the writers reviewed here, Canadian law schools can play a valuable role, although subordinate to Indigenous communities, in the teaching of Indigenous legal reasoning. The teaching of such courses within law schools should be based on Indigenous worldviews.

iii) Implementing Indigenous Law Within the Canadian State. Other than writings critiquing the Canadian courts’ hesitancy to treat Indigenous legal orders as dynamic, contemporary norms, little has been published about models that could be adopted to foster a more respectful engagement by the state with Indigenous laws. The focus has been on Indigenous legal methodologies, Indigenous legal principles, and the case for revitalizing Indigenous law, and logically, understanding Indigenous legal orders on their own terms should precede engagement with the state about those orders. (A number of writers have also raised concerns about the risk that state recognition might force Indigenous legal concepts to be distorted to fit within the legal structures of the state). Arguably, the work of proposing practical models for the recognition of Indigenous laws should fall to leaders within Indigenous communities and the agencies engaging with those communities. However, those sources have not yet made a significant contribution to
The scarcity of proposed models for state recognition of Indigenous legal orders represents a gap in the study of Indigenous law and its operation in Canada.

Although this report focuses on Canada, recent developments in French New Caledonia are worthy of attention by those studying options for formal state recognition. Since 1999, the law of New Caledonia has expressly recognized that New Caledonians with Indigenous (Kanak) legal status are governed “for all matters [within the scope of] civil law by their own customs.” Further, the ordinary civil courts tasked with applying Kanak custom must include Kanak custom assessors as members of the tribunal. It is noteworthy that the courts have ruled that even where no specific customary principle applies to a question covered by the Civil Code, the assessors and judges with whom they work are required to develop appropriate principles consistent with customary law. The situation of the Kanak people is unique in many ways. Still, the fact that New Caledonia has formally operationalized Indigenous legal norms within its legal system, and the availability of empirical and qualitative studies of that experience, suggests that studies of that experience should be of considerable interest to Indigenous communities, scholars, and policy-makers in Canada.

Context and Methodology

The constraints of this project required a focus on written materials (mostly book chapters, journal articles, and internet sources). This is a significant limitation of the Report, given that Indigenous legal traditions are largely oral and expressed through the living practices of Indigenous communities. Further, this Report focuses only upon English and French language sources; it was not possible for me to survey Indigenous language materials.
Prologue

This project is a survey of writings on the norms, and particularly the legal norms, produced by Indigenous peoples in Canada to guide their societies in maintaining social order. That literature confirms that understanding Indigenous legal norms is only possible if they are viewed through the lens of the traditions, belief systems and worldviews of the communities that created them. The research strongly supports the view that the project of revitalizing Indigenous legal orders requires dispensing with established Euro-Canadian perspectives on what law "should" look like (hierarchical, written, supported by a state’s threat of coercion). Treating Indigenous social norms with respect requires attention to the importance of storytelling and legends, diverse Indigenous perspectives on the interconnectedness of humans with other beings and landscapes that surround them, and the particular deliberative processes that Indigenous peoples have found effective in resolving disputes and maintaining social harmony. Law, in other words, cannot be separated from the cultures and conceptions of “right relationships” that make Indigenous cultures unique. Furthermore, the methodologies used by most of the contributors to the discussion of Indigenous law reflect those unique cultures, rather than the positivist and rights-based analyses typical of Euro-Canadian legal scholarship.

It is fitting then that I briefly situate myself as a non-Indigenous scholar tasked with summarizing what has been written about the nature and importance of Indigenous law in Canada today. In 1985, working as an assistant to Justice Patrick Hartt, at that time the Indian Commissioner of Ontario, I embarked on a project to describe the relevance of traditional Indigenous justice traditions to the problem of massive over-incarceration of Indigenous peoples in Canada at the time (a situation which sadly has not improved since then). The paper that I wrote took notice of the apparent efficacy of Cree, Anishinaabe, and Haudenosaunee traditional justice ways, and suggested that they had much to offer Canada’s modern justice criminal system. At the time, almost nothing had been published about those justice traditions, in sharp contrast to the burgeoning scholarship reviewed in this Report. That paper seems dated in some ways today, but it started me on a path that led to my working as a mediator of land claim negotiations between First Nations and the federal and provincial governments, a role that I am still asked to perform today. In mediating conflicts between the Crown and Indigenous communities, I quickly learned that to address those conflicts effectively requires not just finding a “solution” to the substantive dispute, but also helping the parties to build a process that respects both of their sets of values and allows both sides to evaluate settlement options in accordance with the particular norms that mattered to them. In many ways, those negotiations represent, in a microcosm, the broader challenge that Canada faces today in advancing reconciliation between the state and Indigenous peoples through recognition of the distinct history of Canada and the core values, customs, and aspirations of Indigenous peoples.

Some of the central themes addressed by the research summarized in this Report raise the same questions with which I grappled in the paper I described above, published in 1986 in the Osgoode Law Journal as “Traditional Indian Justice in Ontario: A Role for the Present?”

- What is the function of law?
- What are the principles essential to the diverse Indigenous legal traditions that exist in Canada? Is there room for Canadian law to explicitly recognize those Indigenous legal principles?
What might be the value of revitalizing Indigenous legal orders, for Indigenous peoples and the rest of Canada alike?

I continue to believe that these questions, and the related questions raised by the works summarized in this Report, are of vital importance today. I hope that this research survey will be useful to Indigenous communities and their leaders, to Crown policy-makers, judges, academics and lawyers, as they confront in their own lives the question of whether exploring and recognizing Indigenous legal norms can make a valuable contribution to the development of Canadian law and to the future relationship between Indigenous peoples and the already pluralistic legal system of Canada.

**Methodology**

The approach of this Report is normative, not empirical. This reflects the normative quality of the sources reviewed, which describe Indigenous legal belief systems, the sources and content of diverse Indigenous legal orders, and critiques of the treatment of Indigenous law by the Canadian state and court system. Throughout, my reading and analysis of the published literature has been sensitive to Indigenous research methods, including the need to take account of Indigenous rather than Euro-Canadian worldviews, the importance of accepting Indigenous ontologies, norms and ways of transmitting those norms, and finally, the diversity of Indigenous cultures and legal traditions. Second, time constraints and the practical limitations of this project required a focus on written materials (largely book chapters, journal articles, and internet sources). This is a significant limitation of the Report, given that Indigenous legal traditions and the manifestation of Indigenous legal principles are largely oral and expressed through the living practices of Indigenous communities. Third, this Report focuses only upon English and French language sources; it was not possible to attempt to survey Indigenous language sources. Finally, the vast majority of sources reviewed emphasize that there is no bright line between Indigenous legal principles and the norms, knowledge, traditions, and values that surround and undergird those legal principles. Space constraints have required that this Report focus on sources that have expressly identified their subject as Indigenous legal principles, rather than more general descriptions of Indigenous rights, cultures or worldviews.

To find published sources on Indigenous law, I used scholarly search engines and Google, looking for terms that included “Indigenous law and legal traditions”, “First Nations law and legal traditions”, “droit autochtone coutumière”, “Indigenous legal reasoning”, “ordre juridique autochtone”, “legal pluralism, Indigenous”, “pluralisme juridique, autochtone”, and a variety of searches using the word “law” combined with the name of particular Indigenous peoples, like “Mi’kmaq, Anishinaabe, Cree, Nisga’a, and Haudenosaunee”. Although similar searches were done for Indigenous peoples internationally, only sources referring to Canada, Aotearoa/New Zealand or New Caledonia were ultimately used in this Report.

**Context**

The suppression of Indigenous legal orders was an integral part of the colonial project to assimilate Aboriginal peoples in Canada, a project exemplified by Canada’s now notorious experiment with Indian Residential Schools. Long marginalized by the Canadian state, the
importance of Aboriginal peoples’ own legal systems has recently been recognized by the
Supreme Court of Canada in its elaboration of the inter-societal nature of Aboriginal rights, and
by Canadian academics, including prominent Indigenous scholars who have characterized the
revitalization of Indigenous legal orders as an essential part of the project of Indigenous self-
determination. More recently, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission\(^2\) and the Canadian
federal government have both embraced the self-determination principles set out in the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples\(^3\), including respect for Indigenous law, as a vital
part of the roadmap towards reconciliation.

In the early colonial period, the Crown acknowledged its respect for Indigenous legal orders by
memorializing treaties through metaphors (like the Covenant Chain and the Two Row Wampum)
that spoke to Indigenous norms of kinship, mutual assistance, and respect for autonomy.\(^4\)
Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, however, Canadian legislation, federal policies and
judicial decisions combined to suppress and marginalize Indigenous knowledge, perspectives,
and processes for resolving disputes. Since the mid-1990s, the Supreme Court of Canada has
expressly recognized the relevance of Indigenous legal traditions in interpreting the
“intersocietal” Aboriginal and treaty rights guaranteed by s 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.\(^5\)
Nevertheless, Canadian court decisions to date that acknowledge and expressly apply Indigenous
law have been generally confined to lower-level decisions in the areas of family law and child
welfare.\(^6\)

At the same time, several recently negotiated treaty settlements of Aboriginal title claims in
Canada have expressly left space for the exercise of law-making authority by the Aboriginal
peoples involved; and an amendment to the Canadian Human Rights Act (effective in 2013) and
new federal laws governing, respectively, child welfare and matrimonial property on reserve\(^7\)
provide for legal decision-making or the resolution of disputes in a manner that takes into
account Indigenous laws or customs. These remain isolated developments in the overall
relationship between Indigenous peoples and the Canadian state but, importantly, they are
paralleled by recent contemporary treaty settlements in Aotearoa/New Zealand that give effect,
going forward, to Maōri legal understandings of the land as a distinct legal person. So too, New
Caledonia has recently provided for the application of Indigenous custom to resolve civil
disputes between persons with Kanak status.\(^8\)

Finally, in Canada two independent federal commissions have recently placed new focus on the
significance of Indigenous legal orders in supporting the internal fabric of Indigenous
communities and addressing inter-societal disputes between the state and Indigenous peoples.\(^9\)
Indeed, the final report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, issued in 2015, included no
fewer than eight calls to action that focus on the potential role of Indigenous law in advancing
reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and other Canadians.\(^10\)

At a time then when there is much attention being directed to the possible role of Indigenous
legal traditions in Canada’s project of seeking respectful reconciliation with First Peoples,
members of Indigenous communities, government policy-makers, judges, and legal scholars will
be looking for answers to the following key questions: Where can one find descriptions of
Indigenous legal principles and their operation in communities today? What are the sources of
Indigenous law? How does one go about understanding how to interpret Indigenous legal
norms? And, what can be done to better implement and recognize the legal systems of
Indigenous peoples?
Results

The task of describing and analyzing Indigenous legal orders is still at an embryonic stage in Canada. As this Report demonstrates, the past fifteen years have seen a proliferation of writing in Canada about the nature and contemporary significance of traditional Indigenous legal orders as embodiments of distinctive Indigenous approaches to restoring harmony within communities and advancing the aspirations of Indigenous peoples towards self-determination. This renewed focus on Indigenous law has been mirrored over the past ten years by the introduction of regular course offerings on Indigenous legal traditions at nine out of twelve English-speaking Canadian law schools, and at least four Canadian law schools have made such courses mandatory for all students. In the Fall of 2018, the University of Victoria Faculty of Law became the first law school in Canada (and apparently in the world) to introduce a joint degree program in common law and Indigenous legal orders.11

Self-identified Indigenous scholars wrote the majority of the publications identified in this Report, an unsurprising finding given their lived knowledge of Indigenous norms and ways of thinking. Further, the majority of the authors are scholars in the field of Aboriginal law; with very few of the authors coming from other disciplines like political science, anthropology, or jurisprudence generally. This investigation reveals that the most prominent themes analyzed within this field are the following: methodologies appropriate to the study of Indigenous legal orders; arguments for the recognition and revitalization of Indigenous legal orders in Canada; descriptions of the principles and processes of the legal orders distinct to particular Indigenous peoples; contemporary examples of Indigenous legal principles in action; the relationship between Indigenous legal orders and state-based law; and approaches to transmitting and teaching Indigenous law.

In summary, the past two decades have witnessed an explosion of writing about Indigenous legal traditions in Canada. Those writings will be a valuable tool for Indigenous communities, government policy-makers, judges, and scholars. They offer important insights into questions like how to identify and interpret Indigenous laws, what are their sources, and how to understand Indigenous legal reasoning.

This Report’s findings are organized on the basis of the main themes addressed in the publications reviewed as identified above.

The common starting point of the scholarship reviewed in this Report is the legal fact that over the past 150 years the Canadian state, its legislation and its courts, have left little space for the recognition and application of Indigenous law. As noted, until relatively recently the policy of the Canadian state has been to suppress the autonomy of Indigenous peoples and their ability to regulate their societies in accordance with their own values and norms. The tragic effects of that intrusion were widely publicized by the reports of the federal Truth and Reconciliation Commission. The Supreme Court of Canada has acknowledged in several decisions over the past two decades that Aboriginal peoples’ customary laws survived the assertion of Canadian sovereignty and, in concert with the common law tradition, helped shape the Aboriginal and treaty rights guaranteed by Canada’s constitution.12 However, having identified this promising opportunity for the recognition of Indigenous legal orders, the Court has yet to identify and apply a specific Indigenous legal concept or principle in deciding an Aboriginal rights or treaty dispute.
As for Canadian legislation, since 1876 the federal *Indian Act* has expressly imposed non-Indigenous rules of governance and law-making on First Nation communities.

**Approaches to Indigenous Legal Orders**

A key area of consensus across the works surveyed is that the legal orders that emanate from Indigenous peoples cannot be identified, described, or interpreted in the same manner as contemporary state law. Law students, lawyers, judges, and legislators whose work involves state law are accustomed to identifying law in statutes, regulations and court decisions. They categorize that law in accordance with rubrics (family law, administrative law, criminal law, etc.) that reflect the institutional framework of the modern state and the legal artifacts (corporations, marriage, property, intellectual property, etc.) decisions and jurisdictions recognized by the state’s legal system. They are trained to interpret state-sanctioned law in accordance with accepted “canons” of statutory interpretation, and common law (or civil law) analytical tools that crystallize a specific set of understandings about how to parse the legally authoritative parts of court judgments.

In addition, those steeped in state-based law are accustomed to structuring law according to hierarchies. Thus, “laws” are promulgated by persons or groups recognized as having particular authority within the state, a tradition that dates back to Hammurabi and Solon. In the modern federal state, for example, a written constitution will typically prescribe which levels of government have the highest authority in a particular area of its citizens’ lives, a pattern reflected in the hierarchical ordering of the state’s courts. Some prominent legal philosophers within the state tradition have gone so far as to conclude that such patterns of hierarchical authority are essential to the very definition of “law”; commonly accepted norms only achieving the status of law when “enforced by the power of the state”. The latter view now appears overly simplistic, even from a state-based approach, as much of modern Canadian law is not enshrined in prescriptive rules, but rather accords discretion in decision-making to administrative bodies, contracting parties, and the interpretive powers of courts. Further, as legal pluralists have pointed out, there are many rules that effectively constrain citizens of the modern state that do not emanate from the state itself, but from organizations within and outside the state who have the effective power to impose constraints on their members and those who seek to use their services. In general, however, those who study or practise within state systems of law are trained to identify “law” through hierarchical institutions, written legal texts, and ultimately the threat of state-authorized sanctions for the violation of a prescriptive rule.

All of the sources examined in preparing this Report explicitly or implicitly start from the premise that a departure is required from Euro-Canadian understandings of “law” and legal method when approaching the subject of Indigenous law. The function of law in Indigenous societies, its principles and the processes by which laws are developed and implemented reflect the values, needs and social norms of the societies that create them. An understanding of Indigenous legal orders, then, is possible only if one is sensitive to the internal perspectives of the Indigenous peoples involved. In the words of Anishinaabe scholar Aaron Mills (Waabishki Ma'iiingan), “[w]ithout having begun to internalize our lifeworld, one has no hope of understanding our law”.14
All of the writings reviewed are normative in their approach: that is, they do not attempt to apply criteria external to Indigenous societies in describing Indigenous legal orders. The vast majority of the sources conclude that understanding Indigenous legal principles and why they are meaningful to the communities involved requires sensitivity to each people’s distinctive epistemologies (their understandings of how truth is determined and where truth comes from), their language structures, and their distinct conceptions of the individual’s relations with their community and the outside world. Indeed, the method adopted by the majority of writers in this area eschews a “Western-based” approach that would neatly separate Indigenous legal orders from the knowledge systems, values and social norms that surround them. Finally, the literature reviewed here draws attention to the distinct means by which Indigenous laws are transmitted, interpreted, contested and developed (through shared stories, ritual feasts, talking circles, deliberative councils, etc.), reflecting the social institutions of the Indigenous peoples involved.

The literature surveyed does not contain efforts to set out “universal” Indigenous legal principles. The Indigenous legal orders present in Canada are diverse; each stems from a particular vision of ecological order and, as we have seen, each is firmly rooted in a distinct language, tradition and worldview. Nonetheless, the works reviewed indicate that, in addition to the need for a general sensitivity to the cultural distinctiveness of Indigenous legal orders, four things must be kept in mind when approaching the legal traditions of Indigenous peoples on this land. First, those traditions tend to place a central focus on the maintenance of harmonious relationships between members of the community and between the community, the land and other life-forms. Second, each people’s language shapes their understanding of the world and the nature of their laws. Third, Indigenous legal orders derive from varied sources, distinct from the sources relied on by state-based law (spiritual teachings, traditional stories, principles derived from observing nature, custom, distinct deliberative processes for transmitting legal principles. Fourth, Indigenous legal orders continue to exist and evolve in Canada; and they remain relevant to the challenges faced by Indigenous peoples today. Each of these observations will be described in turn.

i) A Relational Focus. All of the sources stress that understanding Indigenous law requires sensitivity to the distinct place of relationships within individual Indigenous societies. To the extent that traditional Indigenous law tends to foreground distinct conceptions of the individual in relationship with extended family, clan, and the community, it is inappropriate to approach those legal orders from a Euro-Canadian perspective of liberalism and “bundles” of individual rights. That focus on the primacy of relationships can be seen historically in the metaphors of the Two Row Wampum, the Covenant Chain and the use of clan dodems, for example, as “signatures” on the written forms of the treaties between Indigenous peoples and the Crown. The traditional Indigenous focus on harmonious relationships generally includes accountability to the natural world, a stewardship-like concept translated in Anishinaabemowin, for example, as “bimeekumaugae winning”. Indeed, this relational conception of the world often extends to the categorization of non-human entities as “kin” to the community or to particular clans in the community. Further, the ordering of relationships as observed in the natural world can be drawn upon as a source of norms to guide human conduct. Many of the sources note that traditional stories call attention to an implicit order in the creation of the natural world, an order that shapes legal relationships. The literature also indicates that traditional Indigenous legal orders tend to differ from contemporary state-based systems in extending legal responsibilities beyond the current generation to both past and future generations. Those norms setting out relational obligations to the members of future generations condition the communities’ stewardship
responsibilities in the present. Understanding Indigenous legal traditions then, will typically require jettisoning the Euro-Canadian perspective that humans exist separate from and above the rest of the natural world, and independent of the needs of future generations.

**ii) The Role of Languages in Shaping Indigenous Law.** A further noteworthy aspect of the literature reviewed, and particularly the writings of Indigenous authors, is its emphasis on the importance of Indigenous languages and grammatical structures to a proper understanding of Indigenous legal principles. Of course, Indigenous languages themselves have suffered from the same assimilationist policies that historically suppressed Indigenous legal orders. Although all of the works reviewed were written in English or French, presumably to assure their accessibility (including to the large number of Indigenous persons who no longer speak their traditional language), many of the writers use Indigenous words to describe legal concepts that cannot be accurately translated into English or French. Thus, terms used by the writers to explain legal principles in the context of Indigenous understandings of obligation and relationships include, for example, the Anishinaabe word “daebizituawiawgaieg” (roughly denoting “responsibilities”), the Sto:lō people’s term “qui:quelstóm” (for a way of living in harmony), the Mohawk “kayanerehkowa” (for the Great Law of Peace); the Mi’kmaw concept of “netukulimk” (encoding obligations relating to respect). Further, several of the writers note that an understanding of the structures of an Indigenous language (whether verb-centred or non-binary, etc.) helps to reveal the distinct worldviews that underlie a traditional legal order. 19

**iii) The Diversity of Sources of Law.** The literature also indicates the importance of attending to the distinctness and diversity of the sources of Indigenous legal principles. 20 Significant sources of legal principles highlighted by the literature describing Indigenous legal traditions include the following:

*Oral Histories and Stories* are repeatedly identified in the literature as an important source of legal principles. Professors John Borrows, Valerie Napoleon and Hadley Friedland are prominent among those who describe how traditional storytelling is used in the transmission and interpretation of Indigenous law. In Napoleon and Friedland’s words, such stories “record relationships and obligations, decision making and resolutions, legal norms, authorities, and legal processes. Still others record violations and abuses of power, as well as responses to and consequences of these breaches of law. All of these stories provide an architecture that enables reasoning by analogy and metaphor as a form of collaborative problem solving”. 21 Such writers present methods of drawing standards for legal judgment from stories that have been passed down through generations.

*Metaphysical and Spiritual Beliefs:* A large number of the sources note that conceptions of the sacred may be another significant source of Indigenous legal principles. As reflected in the preamble to the *Constitution Act, 1982* and many of the provisions of Canada’s *Criminal Code* and *Charter of Rights*, deeply-held beliefs about the metaphysical dimensions of human existence are often the ultimate source of specific legal norms that are widely accepted within diverse communities today, whether Indigenous or non-Indigenous. 22 And for members of contemporary Indigenous communities who may or may not still adhere to those spiritual traditions, Borrows, Napoleon and Friedland also describe how the *metaphorical* role of such spiritual figures offers a way into understanding contemporary Indigenous legal norms and the organization of traditional legal orders. 23
**Customary Law:** The literature also identifies custom as a particularly significant source of law in Indigenous legal orders, where orality rather than writing has long been the dominant form of knowledge transmission. “Customary law” describes the body of norms considered binding within a society which have been generated through repeated interactions over time that eventually lead to commonly-accepted principles that are expected by members of the society to govern future interactions. As scholars outside the field of Indigenous law have noted, the norms embodied in customary law are not crystallized merely through repetition in the past: rather, they reflect the experience and evolving reasoning of a community at large. Understood in this sense, the processes and principles devised, relied upon and revised by Indigenous peoples to maintain social harmony within their communities in the past appear to play a significant role in informing the legal reasoning of Indigenous peoples today.

**Deliberative Processes:** Another key strand of Indigenous legal orders identified in the literature is the body of distinct deliberative processes through which disputes are resolved and binding principles governing human interaction are generated or confirmed. The literature demonstrates that these processes vary widely across Indigenous peoples in Canada, although very frequently they involve formalized deliberations aimed at achieving consensus. Many of the writers reviewed here describe recent examples of the use of such processes, from the complex feast traditions of the West Coast, to the use of healing circles in response to violence within a community, to the contemporary use of traditional Haudenosaunee processes to promote healing and to aid decision-making in condolence ceremonies, to cite only a few examples. Norms relating to process form an important part of Indigenous legal orders (just as procedural rules form an important part of other systems of law). The literature suggests that distinct deliberative processes are a feature and source of Indigenous law that permit communities to draw on their own norms of consensus-building to address contemporary disputes and other social challenges.

**iv) Indigenous Legal Orders as Living Traditions.** All of the literature reviewed here describes Indigenous legal orders not as a dead, historical artifact, but rather as a continuing and distinct feature of Indigenous societies. The sources treat Indigenous law as a dynamic phenomenon. To use Borrows’ words “Indigenous law as practiced today may have connections to ancient history - or it may not. Law is fluid; it changes over time. … Indigenous legal traditions exist to address current and future needs”. This implies that the legal principles applicable to a conflict, and the appropriate interpretation and application of those principles, must be open to community debate and capable of evolving through deliberative processes embraced by Indigenous communities. Unlike the approach of the Supreme Court of Canada, which has focused so far on the state of Indigenous law as it existed at the time of first contact with Europeans and the establishment of Canadian sovereignty, the writers concentrate on those aspects of Indigenous legal traditions that the authors believe have a continuing relevance to the challenges faced by Indigenous peoples today. Indeed, the premise that Indigenous patterns of legal ordering have continuing power, and the fact that those legal orders have been historically marginalized by the Canadian state, has given rise to a large body of writing urging that those orders be revitalized today.
The Value of Recognizing and Revitalizing Indigenous Laws:

The vast majority of the sources reviewed make the argument, explicitly or implicitly, that Indigenous legal traditions have a valuable role to play within Indigenous communities today. The very survival of Indigenous societies prior to contact with Europeans indicates that they had effective means of maintaining social order, and of resolving intra-societal conflicts. The Supreme Court of Canada has explicitly recognized that the Aboriginal and treaty rights guaranteed by the Canadian Constitution find their source in the encounter between assertions of Crown sovereignty and the pre-existence of Indigenous legal orders on the same land.\(^\text{32}\) Professors Borrows, Henderson and others argue that this encounter, combined with the historical treaty-making process between First Peoples and the Crown, mean that Indigenous legal orders constitute a foundational pillar of Canada’s constitution.\(^\text{33}\) Nonetheless, centuries of assimilative colonial legislation and policy, together with the tendency to date of the Supreme Court of Canada to consider Indigenous legal orders as relevant to a modern dispute only to the extent that those orders were reflected in distinct Indigenous practices long ago at the time of settlers’ first interactions with Indigenous peoples, means that from the state’s perspective, in the words of James [Sákêj] Youngblood Henderson, the existence of Indigenous law in Canada today may have been reduced to a mere “constitutional whisper”.\(^\text{34}\)

The literature presents several distinct arguments for the revitalization of Indigenous legal orders. Many writers underscore the promise of Indigenous legal orders as a valuable tool for preserving Indigenous knowledge and worldviews.\(^\text{35}\) In that sense, the survival of Indigenous law is inextricably tied to the survival of the distinct Indigenous worldviews they embody. Second, Indigenous scholars argue, Indigenous legal principles form a powerful and meaningful set of resources that can assist communities and their members to work through the contemporary challenges facing those communities.\(^\text{36}\) This includes, for example, the potential value of traditional legal norms in tackling the critical question of violence against women.\(^\text{37}\) Third, a large number of the writers argue that the reinvigoration of Indigenous legal orders is central to the project of decolonization and self-determination. Echoing the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,\(^\text{38}\) they argue that it is essential if First Peoples are to regain control over their own destinies in accordance with their own ways of defining themselves as communities and of preserving and transmitting their own values.\(^\text{39}\)

*In short, strengthening the ability of Indigenous peoples to use their own laws would enhance their ability not merely to govern themselves, but to do so according to principles that reflect their own values. Accordingly, Indigenous communities must be at the heart of any revitalization project.*

There is, however, a divergence of views as to the role the Canadian state should play in recognizing Indigenous law as part of that project of self-determination. Many of the writers argue that the Canadian state and its courts can do a much better job in giving value to the contribution of Indigenous legal orders to the relationships between Indigenous societies and the Canadian state.\(^\text{40}\) These writers build their case from the premise that Canada already incorporates legal pluralism in the regulation of its citizens’ lives, and the existence of different legal orders that apply within their distinctive spheres. They present detailed arguments as to how the Canadian courts and the Crown could decolonize their approach to recognizing
Indigenous law. Some of these writers draw on the insights of legal pluralism theory, which has tended to open up the question of what constitutes ‘law’, emphasizes the role of customary law within modern states, and which critiques the notion that state-based law is the only set of legal norms that governs the lives of individuals within the state. Most of these writers are critical of how the Canadian state and its courts have implemented legal pluralism, and of the assumptions that have guided that implementation to date, in connection with Indigenous peoples, but many are prepared to offer constructive ideas about how the state and its courts could address Indigenous legal perspectives so as to promote the overarching goal of reconciliation between the state and Indigenous peoples. Others, however, are deeply skeptical of the very idea of working with the Euro-Canadian system to revitalize Indigenous law. For them, the project of seeking recognition within the state system raises at least three concerns. First, building arguments for recognition through forms of reasoning familiar to the courts and the state poses a risk that Indigenous norms and values will be distorted in the process. Second, they argue that Indigenous legal orders, which predate the Euro-Canadian state in this territory, do not depend for their validity on external recognition by the state. Third, the practical linkages through which state law could give effect to Indigenous legal principles are often not congruent with Indigenous categories, creating the risk that Indigenous legal concepts will be distorted through “translation” into the legal concepts already recognized by the state. Where, for example, Indigenous relationships with land cannot be translated into common law or civil law property concepts, or Indigenous approaches to substitute care for children do not fit neatly within the state’s category of ‘adoption’, formal recognition of Indigenous law by the state may further colonize the Indigenous peoples involved. All of these are important concerns for the revitalization of Indigenous law and it is noteworthy that most of the writers who support the reinvigoration effort conclude that the “rediscovery” and revitalization of Indigenous legal orders should start from within Indigenous communities themselves.

Implementation Issues

The challenge of revitalizing Indigenous legal orders brings us to another central theme in the literature: theoretical and practical models for the implementation of Indigenous law. The writings here can be grouped into three topics: the rediscovering and description of Indigenous legal principles; the transmission of Indigenous legal knowledge; and issues relating to the implementation of Indigenous law in practice. I will deal with each in turn.

i) Rediscovery and Published Descriptions of Indigenous Legal Orders. The published material describing the content of Indigenous legal orders reflect the fact that the research in this area is at an embryonic, though fast growing, stage in Canada. Professor Borrows notes, from an Indigenous scholar’s perspective that, “we generally only work with legal traditions in communities of which we are a part, or through invitation to assist a specific community in their own efforts to revitalize law”. The works published to date focus on a relatively small number of specific legal traditions. Those works include descriptions of key principles in a particular legal tradition and, frequently, concrete examples of the use of Indigenous legal institutions or processes to address contemporary problems. An important recent initiative in mapping out the
content of Indigenous legal orders is the Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project (AJR Project), launched in 2012 by the University of Victoria’s Indigenous Law Research Unit, the Indigenous Bar Association, and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. The mission of the AJR Project is to recognize how Indigenous peoples in Canada use their own legal traditions to deal with harms and conflicts, and to identify and describe how those legal traditions can be applied by communities today. Recognizing the diversity of Indigenous legal traditions, the AJR Project worked with seven Indigenous communities representing six legal traditions. In addition to producing summaries of the legal principles embraced by those communities, the project developed a unique analytical framework for engaging respectfully with Indigenous communities and their legal traditions. This project, and other similar projects that have begun within Indigenous communities, together with the materials prepared for Indigenous law courses within Canada’s law schools, offer a useful start in the overall project of describing the great variety of Indigenous legal orders in Canada in a way that would make them easily accessible to Indigenous communities and, if desired, to academia and the non-Indigenous public.

*Legitimus* is another significant research project that worked in partnership with Indigenous communities to describe their legal orders and the relationship between those legal orders and the state. *Legitimus* was led by Ghislain Otis at the University of Ottawa and funded by SHHRC and the Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie, among others. It was international in scope and produced a particularly large number of publications in French. These initiatives represent an important start in the process of “mapping” Indigenous legal orders in Canada. In addition, it appears that an increasing number of Indigenous communities are currently engaged in internal projects to document and implement their own legal orders. Those projects include the development of written constitutions, setting out overarching legal principles to guide community governance, and community consultation protocols that document how Indigenous norms will guide their engagement with corporations and federal and provincial governments in relation to resource use within their traditional territories. Finally, other Indigenous governments, like the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne, are now developing criminal justice processes that blend aspects of Canada’s justice system with traditional principles.

Unfortunately, at present there is no centralized list of such draft community-driven initiatives. These initiatives do not appear, however, to be mirrored by equivalent projects sponsored by the federal and provincial governments to assist Indigenous peoples in the “mapping” of their legal traditions or the development of contemporary legal orders based on those traditions.

To date, relatively few Indigenous communities have had access to the resources needed to engage in this project. The fact that Indigenous legal traditions have flourished orally and through the passing on of customary ways of addressing disputes means that the process of writing down their legal traditions may be seen as less important, or even inappropriate, by some communities. To support communities that do wish to map, clarify, and revitalize their legal traditions, federal and provincial governments should offer funding and capacity support. (At present, it appears that federal and provincial agencies are doing very little to actively support that process). Canadian universities, law schools, and research funding agencies should also support Indigenous legal knowledge projects, whether by providing funding for them or through working partnerships between communities and academics trained in Indigenous worldviews and legal reasoning.
ii) Transmission of Indigenous Law. I have already noted the range of methods traditionally used in the transmission and interpretation of Indigenous legal traditions. It is noteworthy, however, that a number of the writers surveyed also focus on the potential role of law schools in the formal teaching of Indigenous legal orders. According to these writers, Canadian law schools can play a valuable role in the teaching of Indigenous legal reasoning. In their view the teaching of such courses within Canadian law schools should be conducted through engagement with distinct Indigenous epistemologies. Interestingly, some of these writers suggest that methodologies analogous to some of those used in teaching common law might usefully be adapted to the teaching and interpretation of traditional stories and practices. We have already seen that the majority of Canadian common law faculties now offer courses in Indigenous law and the University of Victoria has recently introduced a joint juris doctor program in common law and Indigenous legal orders. Finally, Professor Borrows and his former colleagues at the University of Victoria have for some time now led an important initiative that involves law students and professors visiting Indigenous communities, to introduce them to Indigenous legal reasoning “on the land”. Students from at least six Canadian faculties of law have participated in these Indigenous law camps, in coordination with local communities and their members.

iii) Reconciliation and respect for the uniqueness and diversity of Indigenous legal traditions. We have seen that the Canadian state and its courts have in the past generally avoided meaningful engagement with Indigenous legal orders and forms of legal reasoning. For them to be able to do so in a manner that respects Indigenous peoples’ ways of thinking about their own law, adequate training should be provided to judges and federal and provincial policy-makers on Indigenous legal methods (including, for example, on appropriate ways of drawing out legal principles from traditional stories and customary deliberative processes). Further, as discussed above, Canadian law schools and other university departments, in concert with Indigenous faculty, should continue and enhance their efforts to ensure that their students learn about the nature of Indigenous legal traditions and the distinct worldviews and social norms that underlie those traditions.

iv) Practical Implementation of Indigenous Legal Orders in Relation to the Structures of the Canadian State. With the exception of a large body of work critiquing the Canadian courts’ hesitancy to treat Indigenous legal orders as dynamic and contemporary norms and various analyses of contemporary restorative justice projects within the criminal law sphere, there has been less published to date on the types of general models that could be adopted by the Canadian state and Indigenous peoples to foster a more respectful engagement with Indigenous legal orders. Notable exceptions include contributions like Borrows’ Canada’s Indigenous Constitution, which addresses a range of issues from the appropriate reception by judges of submissions regarding Indigenous law, the question of who might be subject to Indigenous laws in Canada, to proposals for federal legislation recognizing Indigenous laws, and the development of institutional support for the protection of Indigenous legal traditions. There have also been recent publications on the ways Canadian courts could respectfully address the application of Indigenous laws, and on the appropriate use of Indigenous norms in treaty and other negotiations with the Crown. At a more general level, the scholarship has also begun to address the opportunities for the creation of new institutions of legal pluralism that could respectfully manage interactions between Indigenous legal orders and state laws. Finally, the contentious issue of the extent to which contemporary Indigenous legal orders should reflect modern human rights principles, has also been the subject of careful reflection.
The relative scarcity of publications outlining practical proposals to reform the interaction of state and Indigenous legal orders undoubtedly reflects the conscious choice of those writing in this area to prioritize discussion of Indigenous legal methodologies, descriptions of Indigenous legal principles and processes, and developing the theoretical arguments that support revitalizing Indigenous laws. Logically, the recognition and description of Indigenous legal orders on their own terms must precede engagement with the state about those orders. It is also true, as we have seen, that a number of the writers surveyed have expressed deep concerns about the risk that recognition by the state might require Indigenous legal concepts to be distorted so as to fit within the policy and legal structures of the state. Those writers are unlikely to sketch out detailed models of how such recognition might be implemented. It might also be argued that the work of proposing practical models for the implementation of Indigenous laws should fall to leaders and policy-makers within Indigenous communities and the federal and provincial agencies engaging with those communities. Finally, lack of documentation regarding the contemporary interaction of Indigenous legal orders and state authorities (apart from the courts’ treatment of Indigenous law, and the various provisions recognizing Indigenous jurisdiction in modern treaties) means there is less material for normative or empirical analysis of those interactions.

Whatever the reason, the scarcity of descriptions or analyses of models for possible state recognition of Indigenous legal orders represents a significant gap in the study of Indigenous law and its operation in Canada. For communities that do seek formal recognition of their legal orders by the Canadian state (or at least its non-interference with those laws), communities and policy-makers need to develop practical models to allow that recognition to occur on terms that respect the distinct and diverse nature of Indigenous legal traditions, and that will foster the broader mission of reconciliation.

v) New Caledonia: A Useful Reference Point for Recognition? Although this report focuses on the study of Indigenous law within Canada, recent developments in French New Caledonia are worthy of attention for those studying options for formal state recognition. Since 1999, the law applicable in New Caledonia has expressly recognized that New Caledonians with Indigenous (Kanak) legal status are governed “for all matters [in the scope of] civil law by their own customs”. Further, the ordinary civil courts tasked with applying Kanak custom must include Kanak custom assessors as members of the tribunal, in practice chosen by a representative of the traditional Kanak territories. The law applied by those assessors is almost entirely to be found in orally transmitted principles and it is noteworthy that the courts have ruled that where no specific traditional principle applies to a question covered by the general Civil Code, the assessors and judges with whom they are working are required not to revert to the Civil Code, but to develop appropriate principles consistent with customary law.

This has resulted, in a country whose law is generally characterized by the uniformity of citizens’ rights, in the application of Indigenous customary law to a wide range of areas, including marriage, divorce, parental authority and property law. The jurisprudence that has developed also gives formal recognition to the authority of clans in governing membership and status issues, and in managing the resolution of disputes in accordance with customary processes. Further, the courts have ruled that those clans have juridical personality, allowing them to go to court to defend clan interests in legal disputes. Further strengthening the role of Kanak legal principles, the territory now has a Kanak senate with advisory jurisdiction in a number of areas, including
proposed laws concerning Kanak identity. The senate played a key role in the development of the Kanak Charter ("la charte du peuple Kanak"), adopted in 2014 by the customary Kanak chiefs of the islands.\textsuperscript{64} The product of community consultations that lasted a year, the Charter does not seek to codify Kanak customary law, but instead to summarize the fundamental values, underlying beliefs (about stewardship responsibilities, leadership structures, customary relationships within clans, and relations with the land, for example) and the other guiding principles that inform Kanak civilization and customary law.

The situation of the Kanak people in New Caledonia is unique in many respects. The Kanak people represent almost 40\% of the population of the islands, their cultural commonalities and historic separation from the non-Indigenous population has permitted clan authority and customs to remain relatively intact, and the islands witnessed a strong Indigenous independence movement, beginning in the 1970s, that undoubtedly influenced France’s decision to recognize Kanak customary law. My visit in 2017 with the Kanak Senate, with judges, and academics working in New Caledonia revealed that a number of issues central to the recognition of Kanak law remain the subject of considerable debate and critique. These include the non-application of Kanak custom to significant areas of law, including criminal law and procedure; the lack of a Kanak voice within the academic scholarship on this issue; concerns expressed within Kanak communities about the extent to which Kanak custom should reflect contemporary human rights; the lack of specialized training for French judges who work on the cases that involve Kanak custom and, the temporary nature of judges’ presence in New Caledonia after they have gained experience within with Kanak customary law. Nevertheless, the fact that New Caledonia has formally operationalized Indigenous legal norms within its court system, and the availability of empirical and qualitative studies of that experience, suggests that writings about the New Caledonian experience may be of considerable interest to Indigenous communities, scholars, and policy-makers in Canada.

**Conclusion: State of Knowledge and Implications of this Review**

The importance of recognizing and respecting Indigenous legal traditions has recently been highlighted by the report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and by Article 5 of the UNDRIP, which has now been embraced by the federal government of Canada. The time is ripe, then, for reflection about Indigenous legal traditions in Canada and opportunities for revitalizing those traditions. Indigenous communities, government policy-makers, judges, and legal scholars need answers to the following questions. How can Indigenous laws be identified? What are the sources of Indigenous law? What is unique about Indigenous ways of understanding law? And, what can be done to better implement and recognize the legal systems of Indigenous peoples?

The last 20 years have seen an explosion of writing on these topics, almost entirely by legal scholars. Despite their relatively small number within Canada’s law schools, Indigenous professors have produced the majority of this writing. The vast majority of what has been written treats Indigenous law as a living thing, and a valuable tool to help Indigenous communities address the challenges they currently face. Because law is embedded in broader Indigenous values and worldviews, moves to strengthen the role of Indigenous law also go hand in hand with the strengthening and survival of Indigenous culture. The revitalization of Indigenous
peoples’ own legal orders is also tied to the ability of Indigenous peoples to regain control over their own lives, and in a manner that fits with their own traditional values. For these reasons, all of the publications reviewed either imply or expressly argue that the revitalization of Indigenous law is a valuable project.

The Indigenous peoples in Canada have developed a diverse set of legal traditions, each embodying the particular culture, values, and accrued wisdom of the people in question. The written descriptions of these diverse legal orders are increasingly being made available to the public at large, so too are descriptions of tools needed to properly understand Indigenous legal principles and processes. To date, such descriptions cover a significant, but relatively small number, of the Indigenous peoples living in Canada. The fact that Indigenous legal traditions have flourished orally and through the passing on of customary ways of addressing disputes means that the process of writing down those traditions may be less important for many of the communities involved. Still, there is a notable gap in the geographic scope of written summaries of Indigenous law.

Most of the writers surveyed in this report agree that Indigenous communities themselves must be at the heart of efforts to describe their legal traditions and to implement legal orders that will reflect their own needs, beliefs, and values. Although it is clear that many communities have begun this process, there is undoubtedly a need for funding and capacity-building to allow them to complete that task. At present, it appears that federal and provincial governments are only beginning on a national basis to actively support that process.65

What has been written to date about the unique methods of understanding and interpreting Indigenous laws will undoubtedly be very useful to communities, judges, and policy-makers. For judges and non-Indigenous policy-makers alike, there is a continuing need for training about the sources and interpretation of Indigenous law. The published sources reveal a tension between those Indigenous scholars who believe that Canadian courts and the state must be actively engaged in recognizing Indigenous legal orders, and those who believe that recognition by the state would inevitably distort ways of Indigenous thinking into Euro-Canadian concepts and categories. Still, for Indigenous peoples who do seek such recognition, models will need to be developed to allow that recognition to occur on terms that respect the distinct and diverse nature of their legal traditions. Relatively little has been published to date that explores and analyzes practical models of respectful recognition that could be developed on a national basis.

Still, as of the Summer of 2022, momentum is building. More and more law students, Indigenous and non-Indigenous alike, are reflecting on the nature of Indigenous legal orders and their relationship to state law. There has been a rapid increase in the number of Indigenous students who are devoting PhD research to the study of Indigenous laws, and a corresponding increase over the past five years in the number of Indigenous scholars hired by Canadian law faculties. Most importantly, more and more Indigenous nations are exploring and publicizing their commitment to applying their own norms and worldviews both in their internal governance and in their relations with others on their traditional territories. Ultimately, the development of new ways of revitalizing Indigenous legal orders promises to be a valuable step on the path toward reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and the Canadian state.
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